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This game is a great underwater adventure game which will have you reeling
in the most astonishing moments. Sipho is a 2D game focused on a unique

concept and gameplay. Even though this game is 2D, it carries a very strong
graphic feeling and visual design. The game revolves around the interaction

of different Zooids, which can combine together to form a giant creature. The
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game focuses on sharp visuals, inspiring music, and fabulous characters
which make this game a real pleasure to play. It is a challenging game that

will keep you playing and tossing in the best combination of parts, in order to
survive in the bizarre underwater environment. Sipho is a 2D RPG game in

which you play as a special creature. After you are born, you will set out on a
great journey through the underwater world. The main goal of this journey is

to eat as many things as possible and to do it as quickly as possible. The
game is mostly based on point and click mechanics. In order to kill an enemy

you will need to find a special item. The game is built in java and uses the
game engine OpenJade. It includes lots of interesting features like free

camera control, physics simulation, working collision detection, support for
3D worlds, integration of the sdl.NET. library. Sipho is a sandbox game, where

the main goal is to climb to the top of the food chain by using cunning
weaponry and various skills. Featuring various real life creatures (e.g. crabs,
slugs, snake, sea turtles, killer ants, spiders, vampire bats and many others)

and body parts (legs, claws, spikes, beaks, eyes, horns, tail, heads, and
more), Sipho is a game that combines eerie real life underwater creatures,

insects, body parts with building, combat and exploration. You can create and
customize your own species by combining various parts, called zooids. Each
zooid specializes in some sort of function, and most have active and passive
abilities. Sipho is a sandbox game, where the main goal is to climb to the top

of the food chain by using cunning weaponry and various skills. With the
different parts of species that you unravel as you progress in the game, you

can choose your own playstyle by mixing and matching the various parts you
successfully unlocked and this will aid you in creating your mammoth

species.
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